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Questions / open points 

1 Is there no other way to directly communicate with the Exchange 

Server ? EWS basically is also only a Web Service. 

 

2 Can the language texts stored in a local xml file ?  

3 When deploying to the Microsoft App Store: 

- Does Microsoft has a problem when the app connects over a 

WCF Proxy ? 
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Introduction 

With Xync the Windows Phone (no Android or iPhone) user have to be able to synchronize 

Microsoft Exchange (2010 and 2013) Notes and Tasks. 

The App needs to be able to handle multi languages (English and German). 

Texts will be translated in Switzerland. 

The complete Source Code for the app and the WCF Proxy has to be provided in a buildable 

and deployable Visual Studio Solution. 

 

Development Tools 

Xync have to be developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 (2012 also possible) with 

Framework 4.0 or higher and in the Language C# / XAML. 

Use Standard Framework Controls. 

 

Programming Style 

- Keep code as simple possible 

- Use OO approach whenever possible 

- Use Multitier architecture 

- Write same code only once: Use shared classes approach to outsource code 

 

Naming 

- Project / Solution: xync 

- Shared Classes: xync.shared 

- WCF Proxy: xync.proxy 

 

Logo 

The logo files in png format will be provided. 
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Technical Concept 

 

Description 

Only synchronize Microsoft Exchange Notes (IPM.StickyNote) and Tasks. 

Don’t synchronize any other items like Mails, Calendar and so on. 

 

Windows Phone users will connect to their Exchange Server through a WCF Service 

because the use of Exchange Web Service is not possible directly on the Windows Phone. 

 

 

Overview 

 

 

Details 

- As a local database, SQLITE can be used 

- Local data will not be backed up because Exchange server has the lead and backup 

has to be made there 
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Mockups 

The Mockups gives the developer an idea of what is expected. 

The app does not have to look exactly the same, just close to that. 

Use everywhere the same font. 

Start / Splash Screen 

When the application is starting, this screen is showing. 

 

Windows Phone Startmenu Icon (Tile) 

Startmenu Tile should show count of notes and count of tasks. 

Tile back color has to be the accent color of windows phone. 

 

Settings 

To store settings for successfully connection to Exchange Server. 

There also have to be a dropdown for language selection (english, german). 

English language will be the default. 
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Notes and Tasks Overview 

Swipe with the finger left or right toggles between Notes and Tasks. 

The back color of the categories bar has to be the same like the accent color of windows 

phone. 

  

 

Notes 

Showing Note menu, note detail and note edit 
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Tasks 

Showing Task menu. 

 

For task details, just implement the following items / details: 

- Subject 

- Start Date (Date picker) 

- Due Date (Date picker) 

- Status (Dropdown) – get entries from Exchange Server 

- Priority (Dropdown) - get entries from Exchange Server 

- Reminder (Checkbox) 

If checked: Reminder Date (Date picker) and Reminder Time (Time picker) 

- Category (Dropdown) - get entries from Exchange Server 

- Comment (multiline textbox) 

 

For the look and feel you can have a look at the appamundi Tasks App in the App Store. 
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Functionality 

 

First time start: 

Show settings and after connected successfully get all notes from exchange server. 

If not connected, show settings again. 

 

WCF Proxy 

- Keep it as dynamic as possible. 

- WCF Proxy will be hosted in switzerland 

 

 

Multi Language 

- Can the language texts stored in a local xml file ? 

-  

 

 

Settings 

Icon:  
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Notes Menu Items 

- Search for note (text search over all notes) 

- Synchronize (will synchronize all notes) 

- Add note 

- Edit note 

 

       

Search   Synchronize      Add       Edit 

 

Notes 

- Synchronized notes are green, not yet synchronized notes are red. 

- Synchronize like: “server to local phone” and “local phone to server” 

- When synchronizing: 

Take a lot of care not to delete to much or wrong notes ! 

- New note appears red until it is synchronized 

- Deleted note appears red until it is synchronized 

- Notes grid shows a limited amount of text 

- No multi select notes 

 

- For example: I have synchronized all notes. After this I will change a existing note 

in Outlook and I will change the same note on my phone. In this case there are 

different versions and the app has to ask what is the right one, local or server ? 

 

- When holding finger for some time on a note, dropdown menu for this note is 

shown 

- Selecting note, details page are shown 

- When details page is shown, only edit menu will appear. 
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Tasks Menu Items 

- Search for task (text search over all tasks in subject and comment) 

- Synchronize (will synchronize all tasks) 

- Add task 

- Edit task 

- Set Done 

 

        

Search   Synchronize      Add       Edit    Done 

 

Tasks 

- Synchronized tasks are green, not yet synchronized tasks are red. 

- Synchronize like: “server to local phone” and “local phone to server” 

- When synchronizing: 

Take a lot of care not to delete to much or wrong tasks ! 

- New task appears red until it is synchronized 

- Deleted task appears red until it is synchronized 

- Tasks grid shows a limited amount of text (comment) 

- Tasks grid has a grouping layer: Categories 

- No multi select tasks 

 

- For example: I have synchronized all tasks. After this I will change a existing task 

in Outlook and I will change the same task on my phone. In this case there are 

different versions and the app has to ask what is the right one, local or server ? 

 

- When holding finger for some time on a task, dropdown menu for this task is 

shown 

- Selecting task, details page are shown 

- When details page is shown, only edit menu will appear. 
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Appendix 

Costs 

  

  

  

  

  

  

TOTAL COSTS  

 


